
LUXURY NEW BUILD MANSIONLUXURY NEW BUILD MANSION
  ALTEA COSTA BLANCAALTEA COSTA BLANCA



STYLE: NEW BUILD LUXURY MANSION I SANTA CLARA - ALTEA - COSTA BLANCA I BEDROOMS: 6 I BATHROOMS 6: I LIVING: 1.163 M2  
SEA VIEWS - MOUNTAIN VIEWS - PANORAMIC VIEWS I PLOT: 22.303 M2 I POOL



Exclusive and Unique Mansion on a very large plot of almost
23.000m2 with 100% privacy in Santa Clara, Altea in de
Costa Blanca.
This is a one time opportunity to become the owner of this
impressive mansion. 

This mansion is build on a large plot, surrounded by pine
forests and  gorgeous gardens in a quiet residential area
with a good security service.

From many corners inside the mansion you can relax and
enjoy the breathtaking panoramic sea views. The villa has a
large setup and offers all the space and comfort for an
exquisite life in Spain. You can easily entertain large groups
of friends. 

The central point of this villa is a large, closed winter terrace
with a patio garden that’s connected with four guest
bedrooms and bathrooms. Next to the bedrooms there is
also a private situated office. 
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also a private situated office.

The relaxing living room with the kitchen have an access to
the dining terrace overlooking the beautiful garden at the
back. The top floor consists of a master bedroom with
dressing room connecting bathroom.
The beautiful and large terrace is the ideal place to enjoy life
and the beauty of this unique mansion.

When you walk down the stairs you come into the complete
lounge-bar with disco, cinema, and even a large fitness
room. On this floor there is also a guest bedroom with
connecting bathroom.

Furthermore there is an appartement with two bedrooms,
two bathrooms, a living room and a kitchen for the domestic
workers.
























































